Is This A Town in Massachusetts or a Type of Cheese?

Chilmark

CORRECT ANSWER ON REVERSE SIDE

Identification of Twins Marry Same Man 23 Years Apart

Identification twin sisters have married the same man—23 years apart. Madelaine Jones wed Roy Littlejohns in 1980, and her sister Michele was the first person she invited to the ceremony. When Madelaine went into hospital after a series of epileptic fits, Michelle moved in to be Roy's housekeeper in 1988. In 1995, after her marriage to Roy ended, Madelaine moved out with her daughter. Madelaine said: "After I moved out Roy visited me one day and said he and Michelle were having a relationship and she was moving in permanently. I was so shocked. I felt angry and betrayed. I felt Michelle had taken something of mine. The thought of them sleeping together was hurtful and I was heartbroken." The Sun quotes Closer magazine saying the sisters had a furious row after Madelaine found out Michelle and Roy had married in Las Vegas earlier this year. But they have since made up and often get together. Michelle, of Northampton, said: "Roy became a good friend while Madelaine was ill. We became fond of each other and a relationship was a natural progression," Roy, 56, said: "The twins aren't that different but Michelle is more worldly and wise and we have more in common. My relationship with Michelle is more romantic. It's also easier and happier."

Animal Sounds Around The World

THIS WEEK: GOAT
Indonesian: mbek
Croatian: mee-hee
Arabic (Morocco): maaaz
Swedish: bää
Thai: bae bae (with high tone)

IM GAMES THIS WEEK:

SOCCER: MONDAY at 7:30 vs. Adams on Jordan Field
"B" VOLLEYBALL: MONDAY at 8:00 vs. Kirkland in the MAC
ULTIMATE FRISBEE: TUESDAY at 5:30 vs. Adams at the River
FOOTBALL: WEDNESDAY at 3:30 vs. Dunster at the River
"A" VOLLEYBALL: WEDNESDAY at 9:00 vs. Mather in the MAC
No Tennis games this week.
GO LEVERETT!

Word of the Week

scapegoat \SKAYP-goat\ noun 1 : a goat upon whose head are symbolically placed the sins of the people after which he is sent into the wilderness in the biblical ceremony for Yom Kippur 2 *a : one that bears the blame for others b : one that is the object of irrational hostility

Did you know?
The history of "scapegoat" is based on a linguistic misunderstanding. On Yom Kippur, the ancient Hebrews would sacrifice one goat for the Lord and lead another one into the wilderness bearing the sins of the people. The ceremony is described in Leviticus, where it is said that one lot shall be cast for the Lord and one for "Azazel." Modern scholars usually interpret "Azazel" as being the name of a demon living in the desert. But ancient biblical translators thought "Azazel" referred to the goat itself, apparently confusing it with the Hebrew phrase "ez 'ozel," meaning "goat that departs." The mistranslation was carried through Greek and Latin into a 16th-century English translation, where the goat was rendered as "scapegoat," that is, "goat that escapes."

Seniors: Interested In Consulting Job?

WANT TO ACE YOUR CASE INTERVIEW?
Nancy Poon '01, cordially invites you to join her and her colleagues for a case interview workshop and company information session for Cap Gemini Ernst & Young.
Cap Gemini Ernst & Young is a global consulting firm and we are looking to hire recent college graduates for our Cambridge, New York, and West Coast offices.

IM GAMES THIS WEEK:

WEDNESDAY at 3:30 vs. Dunster at the River
"A" VOLLEYBALL: WEDNESDAY at 9:00 vs. Mather in the MAC
No Tennis games this week.
GO LEVERETT!

Event: Case Interview Workshop/ Company Info Session
Company: Cap Gemini Ernst & Young (Telecom and Media Practice)
Job Title: Management Consulting
Date: Thursday October 16th, 2003
Time: 7:30pm (Refreshments at 6:30pm)
Location: CGEY Office, 600 Memorial Drive, 2nd Floor, Cambridge
Contact: Nancy Poon, nancy.poon@cgemy.com, 617-768-5655
SUBMIT
Got something to say, buddy?
Contact Bryan & Chris at news@leverett.harvard.edu by Friday evening for publication in next week's issue

Golden Nuggets
TIDBITS OF WISDOM FROM BRYAN'S FAVORITE SITCOM
Blanche: Well! Rose has a date and I don’t. What are the odds of something like that happening? It’s probably a better chance of getting struck by lightning in a house you won from Ed McMahon!

Dorothy: Blanche, I’m sure it’s a fluke that nobody called you for a date.

Sophia: They must have painted the men’s room wall at the Pizza Hut.

Sophia (to Dorothy): I don’t like you being taken advantage of by some guy out of town. At least when Blanche does it it’s good for tourism.

The Roving Librarian
Grabbing lunch @ Loker? Feed your mind with the Roving Librarian! Research help that’s in Loker when you are – 11:30am-1:30pm, every Tuesday and Wednesday through December 10th. Drop by our portable reference desk near the Coffee Shop with your research questions, for advice on choosing and using resources, or for help navigating the HOLLIS Catalog or the Harvard Libraries website (lib.harvard.edu).

The Roving Librarian: research assistance for the undergraduate on the run. Brought to you by the Lamont, Cabot and Hilles Libraries of the Harvard College Library

Newsflash: The Latest From the Exciting World of Competitive Eating
US MAN POSSIBLY BREAKS RECORD FOR EATING SWEETS WITH CHOPSTICKS
A Californian who thought he’d set a new world record for eating Smarties with chopsticks may be disqualified—for using M&Ms instead. Jim Hager ate 115 M&Ms in three minutes in Oakland California thinking he’d beaten a record held by Kathryn Ratcliffe of Whiteley Bay. But her record of 112, set in December last year, was for the most Smarties eaten with chopsticks in three minutes. A Guinness spokeswoman said Mr Hager would have had to have eaten Smarties to claim the world record. She said they wouldn’t be recognising his feat if it turned out he’d used M&Ms.

Elderly Farmers’ Wives Shown Erotic Film By Mistake
A Dutch cinema owner accidentally screened an erotic film to a group of elderly farmers’ wives. Dirk Holemanns ordered Michael Haneke’s La Pianiste instead of Roman Polanski’s Oscar-winner The Pianist. The farmers’ wives expected to see Polanski’s harrowing depiction of the holocaust, but instead sat through Haneke’s film about a female piano teacher who is addicted to porn and fantasises about sadistic sex. Mr. Holemanns, who runs Cinema Hollywood in Winschoten, said “I noticed too late it was pure porno. But in order not to spoil the ladies’ evening I went on with it.” Hilly Klappe, chairwoman of the ladies group which rents out the cinema once a month, said they had a very amusing evening. “We found it very interesting to see men can hold on for such a long time,” she joked to Algemeen Dagblad. But Holemanns said he still felt embarrassed and had offered the ladies free tickets to see the right film.

Governor of Puerto Rico
A MESSAGE FROM CHIEF
I am pleased to announce that on Friday, October 17, Leverett House and the Harvard Foundation for Intercultural and Race Relations will host a reception, luncheon and program for the Governor of Puerto Rico, the Honorable Sila Calderon. The reception will be in the Masters’ Residence from 12 noon until 12:40pm. The luncheon and program will be in the Leverett dining hall from 12:45-2pm. Admission to this event will be by written invitation only. There is a questionnaire on the web page for those who would like to request an invitation. I expect that the event will be over-subscribed. Please do not request an invitation unless you are actually going to attend. Invitations, which will go out a week before the event, will be issued preferentially to students, primarily in the order of their requests, but we will reserve some invitations for SCR members with some connection to Puerto Rico.

ANSWER: IS THIS A TOWN IN MASSACHUSETTS OR A TYPE OF CHEESE? (SEE REVERSE SIDE FIRST)
The Town of Chilmark is a small rural community located toward the western end of the island of Martha’s Vineyard. Most of its 10,639 acres are devoted to residential and agricultural use. The center of town houses a small elementary school house still in use for younger grades, a public library, originally a house built in 1790, a town hall built circa 1897, and a handsome church built in 1843. Chilmark is a fishing village named Memsha. During the spring, summer and fall, fishing vessels come in with their catches and fresh seafood can be purchased there. Chilmark is particularly welcoming in the fall of the year. The busy tourist season is over, the weather is beautiful and the rolling hills, woodlands and lovely panoramic ocean views make the town an extraordinary place to visit.

Kindergarten for Men Allows German Women to Shop in Peace
A kindergarten for men has been established in Hamburg to allow women to drop off their moaning partners while they shop in peace. The adult play pen in the centre of the German city, the Noxbar Kindergarten for Men, says it wants to help save relationships which can otherwise crumble through the stress of shopping. The service costs less than $7 and the organizers say it is well worth it to enjoy the day in the city free from complaints. Lunch and two beers are included in the fee and the kindergarten also has two specially trained ‘nurses,’ Jenny and Bianca, to look after their grown-up charges. The nursery is also fully equipped with books, newspapers, television and even games to keep the men occupied. And women have until 6pm to pick up their loved ones before letting them carry the bags home.